
Lesson Plan: Harmonic Convergence - Simplifying Sinusoidal Waves

Objective: Students will explore the superposition of waves and the use of trigonometric 
identities to simplify complex waveforms into a single wave equation. This lesson aims to 
enhance their understanding of wave behavior and the application of trigonometry in 
physics.

Grade Level: IB Diploma Programme Mathematics Applications and Interpretation HL (AI HL 
1.13).

Duration: 60 minutes

Warm-up Activity (5 minutes)

- Inquiry Question: How do waves combine to form complex waveforms?
- Activity: Brief discussion on the principle of superposition and its significance in wave 
behavior.

Introduction to the Scenario (5 minutes)

- Presentation: Introduce the mystical academy of Fourier and the challenge of the 
Waveform Wizards to master the manipulation of waves.
- Objective: Explain that as senior apprentices, students will use an applet to combine two 
waveforms and simplify them using trigonometric identities.

Combining Waves (10 minutes)

- Interactive Exploration: Students use the applet to adjust parameters (a, b, c, d, and f) to 
create and combine two distinct waveforms.
- Observation: Students note the combined waveform and hypothesize the outcome of the 
simplification process.

Simplifying the Waveform (15 minutes)

- Application: Guide students through applying trigonometric identities to express the 
combined waveform as a single wave.
- Verification: Use the applet’s tools to graphically show and verify the simplification, 
focusing on the form Rsin(x+α).

Analyzing the Simplified Wave (10 minutes)

- Analysis: Students interpret the meaning of amplitude R and phase shift α in the context of 
the combined waveform.
- Critical Thinking: Ensure the simplified wave accurately represents the superposition of the 
original waves.



Presenting Your Findings (10 minutes)

- Group Presentations: Students document their process and present their simplified 
waveform and mathematical steps to the class.
- Feedback: Encourage constructive feedback and discussion on the mathematical process 
and its real-world applications.

Questions for Investigation and Reflection (5 minutes)

- Investigation Questions: Prompt students to explore how changing wave parameters affects 
the simplified waveform's amplitude and phase shift.
- Reflection: Facilitate a reflection on the importance of understanding wave superposition in 
various fields.

Extension Activities:

- Waveform Workshop: Organize a session where students experiment with applet 
parameters to create unique waveform patterns.
- Trigonometric Triathlon: Host a competition for the fastest and most accurate waveform 
simplification.

Materials Needed:

- Computers with internet access for the wave simplification applet.
- Projector for applet demonstrations and group presentations.
- Notebooks or digital devices for note-taking and calculations.

Assessment:

- Formative Assessment: Participation in discussions and interactive applet activities.
- Summative Assessment: Quality of group presentations and the accuracy of waveform 
simplification.


